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The REHAU Heritage vertical sliding window incorporates the traditional 

features of a timber sash window with the added benefit of the attributes 

found with our uPVC windows.

Designed with the styling of typical period sashes, these windows are 

considered one the most distinctive and authentic looking uPVC vertical 

sliders available on the UK market.

v Cutting edge, innovative design yet traditional in style

v  Thermally and Energy Efficient with BFRC ratings of A and C

v  Security Enhanced to PAS24:2016 and accredited with Secured By 

Design status

v Ideal for both replacement and new build markets

Traditional hardware 
and locking 
catches add further 
authenticity to the 
finished window

1) Fitch Catch Lock

2)  Slide Latch Knob 
- bottom sash

3)  Slide Latch Knob 
- top sash

4) Sash Lift

5)  Mechanically 
jointed slim 
deep bottom rail

A decorative sash 
horn is available 
to complement the 
traditional look 
found with a timber 
window.

Both mechanical and 
run through sash 
horns are available 
with the run through 
offering the most 
realistic reproduction.

Mechanical  Sash 
Horn

Run Through  
Sash Horn
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Pictured Left:

1)  Sharks Fin Limit 
Stop

2)  Rola Limit Stop

Our vertical sliding windows have been tested to PAS 24:2016 Enhanced Security Performance and 
subsequently accredited to Secured By Design status. 

Steel reinforced frames and anti-jemmy aluminium bars are used for built-in security, and the 
additional provision of security sash locks, tilt latches, and anti-jemmy blocks have enabled our 
vertical slider to become certified as a police preferred product under this security initiative.

Heritage VS Features & Benefits
-  Improved three chambered sash profiles give increased 

thermal efficiency

-  Excellent weather performance - incorporating triple brush 
seals

- Increased maximum sizes

-  Mechanically jointed deep bottom rail detail and decorative 
sash horns complete the traditional look

-  Low level gasketry provides ‘easy on the eye’ sightlines 
with excellent UV stability properties

- Tilt in sash facility allows for easy cleaning

-  Limit stops available to enhance safety when opening 
sashes

- Only high quality pre-tensioned window balances used

- Authentic Georgian designs

-  Installer friendly concealed fixing groove

- 149mm or 225mm cill options available

- Smooth gliding mechanism

-  Available in white and white woodgrain as standard
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GEORGIAN BAR DESIGNS
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